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Abstract
To understand the origin, structure and nature of human

language has been the nucleus of subject matter of thinkers
of diverse disciplines. One group of thinkers derive the
origin of language in the divinity with the belief that
mankind has been blessed with language and speech
congruent with his social, cultural and intellectual needs.
This group form the theocratic school of thought. Another
group have speculative notions about language which
include bow-wow theory, pooh -pooh theory etc. Another
School of thought takes into account the scientific
parameters to understand origin and evolution of language.
The linguist, philosophers, anthropologist, psychologists,
biologists have given centrality to this subject to understand
faculty of language found in the mankind. The faculty of
language is species specific and species uniform trait in
Homo-sapiens should be the product of collective
intelligence. The present paper aims to introduce some basic
concepts of human language; to present the survey of
research conducted according to evolutionary theory and at
the end make a brief note on genetic and genomic aspects of
the language development.
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The material presented below is survey of referencesand the research carried out so far by scientists. It isnot my original work.Before print it is to bedeveloped.
1. Introduction

　 Alphabets, letters and orthographies will not beconsidered in developing theories of language. These arelike other skills similar to paintings, music etc. Thereare societies which have not yet developed alphabets,letters and orthographies but we find no society withoutlanguage with intricate, subtle and complex structures.Language is considered to be biological endowment andlinguistics saw language as key to understand howhuman mind works. Language specific traits aregenetically inherited that sets apart humans from rest ofthe species. The set of design feature associated with

human language defines human species the powerfulin terms intellectual capacities. The design featureslike duality of patterning (to generate infinitestructures of language from finite set of phonemes),the feature of displacement (to report any past eventand create future event), discreteness (the ability tobreak the linguistic system into smaller units likephonemes, syllables, morphemes, phrases andsentences) and semanticity (to associate meanings toutterances) are the features encapsulated in thehuman language and communicative system. Legacyof medieval period linguistics hold the view that theworld is one, the capacities and operations of thehuman mind, genetically inherited or, created by Godwere the same in all men, and therefore in essentialslanguage was one and the same everywhere, surfacedifferences, inconvenient though they might me be,were no more than accidents.Giving centrality to thehuman mind the theory of language embraced threeinterrelated levels: external realty or the worldexisted, its real properties; the capabilities of the mindto apprehend and understand these properties; andmeans whereby mankind could communicate thisunderstanding. These three were the province ofgrammar.(Robins1990: 471). Thus one finds it is thedistinctive trait of human mind that makes man homo-loquens (man born with the behaviour of speech).Lieberman has incorporated anthropological,ethological and psychological aspects to formulate thelanguage theory.
2. Evolutionary TheoryThe scientific study take into account the vocal tract,gestures, bipedality and human brain the primarydomains in the evolution of language. Anthropologistsbelieve that terrestrial behaviour (i.e. give up the habit of
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living on trees and beginning to live ground)bipedality (i.e. upright walking), and growth anddevelopment of the frontal cortex of the brain withconcomitant emergence of the higher function havebeen the key events in human evolution. Some ofthose traits have been considered involved in languageevolution. Sharma (2006:198). Lenneberg (1967)carried out intensive research to ascertainevolutionary evidences of human. Lennberg sketchedout the evolutionary tree with Eocene at the basicroot of the tree with Oligocene the secondevolutionary phase, the Miocene, Pliocene andPleistocene third, fourth and fifth evolutionary phasesrespectively. These evolutionary phases have beenposited at vertical direction on phylogenetic scale ofthe evolutionary tree. The species that resulted outfrom the process of evolution are gibbon, orgunton,chimpanzee, gorilla and man. In the evolutionaryprocess branching has occurred. The species pertain todifferent barchans are found qualitatively distinct fromeach other. The man unlike other species hasdeveloped anatomical and neurological structures thatcould support language.

Figure-1
Lieberman (1997) took into account the vocal tractorgans unique in mankind in shape and size appropriatefor speech mechanism. The experimental linesLieberman followed are summed up below:
1) Examined and compared the anatomicalcharacteristics of adult homo-sapiens (who obviouslyhas verbal communication) and fossil remains of

prehistoric humans, about which we have no directinformation, with new born human infants and thechimpanzee (who did not have linguistic abilities ashumans have).2) Using the anatomical structure of skull, theknowledge of comparative anatomy, and the skeletalsimilarities between the living primates and the fossilremains, the Lieberman constructed the supralaryngealstructures of extinct fossil hominids and compared themwith other forms.3) This experiment constructed the hypotheticalmodel of the larynx, pharynx, velum, tongue and the oraland the nasal passages in each. The differences in thesupralarryngeal forms reveal that the adult Homosapiens is different from the other three, all of which aresimilar.4) The findings of the research have revealed thatother three species have relatively flat passage from thelarynx to the oral cavity as opposed to the right anglepassage we humans possess.5) In the human adult, half of the supralaryngeal vocaltract is formed by the pharyngeal cavity while theopening of the larynx into pharynx is immediatelybehind the oral cavity in the other three.

Figure-2
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6) Lieberman carried out the experimental study totest the possibility of the articulation of three basic anduniversal vowels / i/, /a/, and /u/ by the reconstructedmodel of supralaryngeal vocal tract of all the four forms.It was revealed that only adult humans could articulatethese three universal vowels while as other three formscould not. Hence the shape and size of vocal tract organsof adult humans have anatomical capability of speechproduction mechanism.According to anthropological theory Homo-erectushas well developed intellect evident from the excavationof olduwan cultural tools and levallios techniques. Brainwas well developed to have the capacity of therepresentation of reality but vocal apparatus were nearto gorilla not near to humans. Homo-Neanderthal hasrelatively improved vocal tract.Paul Broca and Weinack proposed the concept ofbrain geography where different areas of the brainperform different linguistic functions. The rise of theoryof genomics in recent past has seen a growth of interestin genetic and physical maps of the human genome. Thestudy of genome and its relation to human intelligenceand language development has opened new areas oflinguistics research in the context of molecular biology. Ithas been observed that molecular properties of genomein humans is key factor that sets humans apart from restof the species in cogitative capacities and development ofintricate genetic component of human language. Thevocal tract in the modern humans is a complex system ofthe three interconnected cavities, each with its owncontribution to the range of human articulation, andhaving language as an additional role over and above theuniversal biological functions. This also implies that theemergence of the capability and the consequentadaptability of the vocal tract for generating formantfrequencies have contributed to the evolution of anarticulate system of communication comprising discretesignalling vocalization. (Sharma2006:197) Thepreadoptations concerning the mind have beenconsidered necessary to account for the inferentialaspects and the intentionality which are characteristicsof human language. Donald (1998) holds the view thatmimesis- the ability to perform a structured action andits understanding, led to the first fully intentional

representations early in the hominids evolution, andthus papered for later evolution of human language [ andevolution of human cognitive abilities]. Wyne stated thatthe psychological abilities that make human culturepossible- enthusiasm to imitate others, language, and theability to place oneself imaginatively into another'sperspective on events- are almost entirely lacking inother species.(Sharma 2006:206). Dawkins (1976) hadpostulated that the evolution of human brain is linkedwith the continuous need of the survival machine toachieve a more complex and indirect relationship withtime and space, and has further given rise to theemergence of consciousness. A certain degree ofaltruism and mutual cooperation are necessary forsocialization and social behaviour. Dawkins and Kerbs(1984) hold the view that altruism has been considereda necessary social preadaptation for the evolution oflanguage [and human consciousness] and a prerequisitefor the rise of complex communication system.The evolutionary enlargement in brain size and theemergence of the necessary neuroanatomical structurehave been regarded as a necessary preadaptation for theevolution of human language and human consciousness.Based on the paleoneurological data and other biologicaland archaeological findings, the study have argued thatin about 2 million years the human barin has doubled insize with the frontal areas of the cortex becoming moreprominent to cope with the verbal short-term memory,the combinational analysis and the sequentialbehavioural ability.(Shrama2006: 200).
3. Genetic Aspect (Molecular

Biology)

Shrama (2006) has summed up the followingconcepts in the paradigm of molecular theory workedout by scientists regarding human intelligence andlanguage.1) Genetically language, human consciousness andcognitive abilities are the product of the genomicsunique to human species2) The emergence of human-like species some 21-33mya as been explained as due to the rise of a gene namedTre2 which is attributed to the uniqueness of the
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humans.3) Recently the study has shown that FOXP2 geneand KIBRA alleles have been shown to influencelanguage processing and memory respectively.4) Enard et el. (2002) have estimated that mutationin FOXP2 gene in human lineage occurred between10,000 and 100,000 years ago.5) The present form of mankind with uniquepowers of collective intelligence, cognition,consciousness and language is the product ofevolutionary process that has taken place in theuniform order in species specific in Homo-sapiens.The bottom line of the foregoing deliberationsreveals that human language is undoubtedly speciesspecific and species uniform genetic trait. Beingspecies specific and species uniform, the systemencapsulates the trait of collective human intelligenceacross time and space.
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